
FINAL WORDS FROM
SCIENTIST DR MICHAEL WOLF

An interview conducted 
by Paola Harris © May 2000

Italian journalist and UFO researcher
Paola Harris has interviewed Dr
Michael Wolf several times, and below

is the transcript of her last interview with
him, conducted on 8 March.  Tragically,
after a long illness, Michael Wolf, MD,
PhD, died on 18 September.  

Dr Wolf established a non-profit fund,
The Daniel Wolf Memorial Foundation for
Children, Inc., in memory of his son, and
the organisation is continuing its charita -
ble work following Dr Wolf's passing.

Readers who haven't read about the life
and work of this extraordinary US mili -
tary/intelligence scientist are referred to
Twilight Zone in NEXUS 4/02 and Dr
Richard Boylan's articles in 5/03 and 6/01.
Dr Wolf's book, The Catchers of Heaven ,
was reviewed in NEXUS 4/06.  — Editor

Paola Harris (PH): There is a growing
consensus that the public is being gradually
conditioned for eventual disclosure on
UFOs and extraterrestrials.  Do you think
this is an accurate perception?  Is the public
ready for disclosure?  

Dr Michael Wolf (MW): This will be
true because the group that I am still advis-
ing is using The Learning Channel and the

Discovery Channel to get people acclima-
tised to the idea that we are not alone.  The
Learning Channel and the Discovery
Channel do not produce fiction.  This is an
accurate perception.  It is all factual. 

P H : Is the public ready for it, in your
opinion?  

MW: Some are; some are not.  The peo-
ple who believe that they are the centre of
the Universe are never going to change
their minds till one lands in their backyard,
then they'll say that it might be a Disney
thing.  The same people who don't believe
in UFOs don't believe that man ever went
to the Moon.  

P H : Are the lawsuits by Peter Gersten
of CAUS [Campaign Against UFO
Secrecy] having an impact in the intelli-
gence community?  

M W : No.  They are not considered an
important problem.  

PH: There have been increasing num-
bers of sightings of extremely large trian-
gular craft, including over Belgium and
Phoenix, Arizona, and there have been
recent reports from Illinois police.  What
can you tell us about the origins of this tri-
angular craft?  What is its agenda?  Who is
flying it?  

MW: Well, the very large ones are not
being flown by humans.  Maybe there are
some triangular experimental craft, but
they are not completely silent and we are
miles...not miles away, but y e a r s a w a y

from recreating antigravity vehicles, to my
knowledge.  We are y e a r s away from
duplicating UFOs, as far as I know.  Some
triangular vehicles...some of them are said
to be, like, three football fields' length and
width and there is nothing to keep them up
there.  They are defying gravity.  

P H : What about Illinois?  Have you
heard about this?  

M W : They are coming from all over.
The Phoenix lights were huge, and that was
a blatant cover-up.  They said:  "Oh yes.
We were putting up flares."  Flares fall.
These Phoenix lights did not fall.  They put
flares up to try to confuse people.  

P H : There is a division in the field of
ufology as to the alleged benevolence or
hostile nature of ETs, including implica-
tions that many violent abductions are
staged Black Ops meant to propagate fear
and suspicion against aliens.  Do you con-
cur regarding these violent abductions, and
what is your opinion on the benevolent/
hostile issue?

M W : There are minimalistic negative
abductions.  John Mack's new book
[Passport to the Cosmos ], which I just
received from him, does point to a transfor-
mation of most abductees, as to multiple
abductions by aliens alone, and yes, there
have been somewhat sloppy abductions by
humans parading as aliens or human-form
aliens wearing human uniforms, and yes,
there are anti-alien forces trying to confuse
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people about abductions.  Military abduc-
tions are not as widespread as a lot of peo-
ple think.  

P H : Okay, now how would they do
that?  Are they cloned aliens or are they
like holographic images?  

M W : They are more like holographic
images.  As the matter of fact, I know of
several cases when they [abductees] were
able to put their arms and fingers through
these so-called aliens which weren't aliens,
and then occasionally they would see a uni-
form and a human.  They made errors in
the holographic program.  

P H : The public is asking your opinion
on the benevolent/hostile issue.  

M W : Most are benevolent.
Occasionally some get through the alien
barrier, but they don't generally come back.
They don't come back here once they are
spotted and identified.  Once they have hid-
den agendas, once they are identified, they
are barred from coming here 

PH: Who does this?  Do we do this?  Do
the benevolent aliens...?  

M W : Benevolent!  [He laughs.]  They
are not goodie-goodie, but they don't want
negative interference for the most part.
They [negative aliens] might get through
occasionally, and that is what anti-alien
ufologists point out.  But those are out of
myriad races and they are few and far
between.  

I think John Mack is possibly one of the

best experts on this subject.  I completely
go along with him, and he has read my
book and he does agree completely with
me.  He is telling it the way it is.  He does
not interpret data.  He collects massive
amounts of data.  He says that these "so-
called" negative abductions are one-tenth
of one per cent of all the rest of them.  It's
ones who misinterpret deliberately who
have anti-alien agendas and—we all know
who they are—write in their books that
they [grey aliens] are robotic; and no grey
is robotic unless it is a holographic projec-
tion by humans.  Next! 

PH: Can you expand on the dual nature
of man, and how you see it relating to the
Hopi prophecies regarding the fate of our
planet for the year 2012?

MW: I don't think we have anything to
worry about.  Gradually the whole world is
going to know that we are not alone.  There
are two cable channels, the Discovery
Channel and The Learning Channel, which
never produce fiction:  Discovery, to dis-
cover the truth, and The Learning Channel
to learn about it.  They have been produc-
ing positive evidence of alien intervention
in human affairs to try to keep us away
from such prophecies.  Prophecies are not
written in stone:  they can be changed by
man.  

PH: They can be changed by man?  
MW: Why do you think God gave "free

will" rather than make us subjects of one
" r e a l i t y " .
All the
g o o d n e s s
has already
been planted
like trees
and is
s p r o u t i n g .
Read the
book and
read the
truth in it...  

P H :
What about
going into
the "fifth
world", as
N a t i v e
A m e r i c a n s
b e l i e v e —
going from
the "fourth
world to the
fifth"?  Is
that just a

world of enlightenment, then?  
MW: It is more figurative; not literally a

fifth world—I mean, we don't know even
the "fourth" dimension.  We can do the
fourth dimension in math and physics.
There are many dimensions—at least
eleven.  

PH: Are you still planning an appear-
ance at the Star Knowledge conference in
Atlanta, Georgia, this May 5th?  If so, what
will be the theme of your presentation
there?  

MW: No.  I am going to be very busy
working on "enlightenment programs" to
let people know that most of the civilisa-
tions are just passing through like tourists,
and those who are interested...I'd say the
majority of those who are interested have
plans for us that are "good" plans.  They
don't want us destroying ourselves.  I'm
working on The Bright White Light
Quartet.  I am also ill.  

PH: We have heard that you are suffer-
ing from numerous maladies and complica-
tions.  Do you have any requests for prayer
and light in that regard from those who
support you?  

MW: I've already been receiving it and I
am very grateful.  Don't forget, for 48 years
from the age of ten I have been exposed to
toxic substances.  That was part of my
work, just like those who...that group in
Area 51 who want a class action lawsuit,
who have suffered from working on "black
programs"—and so did I.  

PH: Well.  That's pretty clear.  
MW: That's as clear as you're going to

get!  ∞
(Source:  from Paola Harris, Italy, e-mail
paolaharris@hotmail.com)

DR WEN HO LEE AND 
SECRET RESEARCH INTO

INTERDIMENSIONAL PORTALS
by Richard Boylan, PhD © 2000

This story may exceed what you are
accustomed to consider as reality.
But because advanced research and

development into extraterrestrial-derived
technology has taken place for the last 50
years out of public view, the popular view
of reality is almost five decades behind
actual scientific achievements.

To process this story, it helps if you
accept that the government is not totally
forthcoming in the news stories it feeds the
media.  It also helps to realise that the gov-
ernment uses the word "nuclear secrets" as
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a code-phrase for all kinds of secret
advanced technology, such as antigravity
propulsion and psychotronic remote-influ-
encing devices, and not just for atomic
weapons.

An ex-NSA consultant, who has been
reliable in the past, informs me that gov-
ernment scientists working at Los Alamos
"Nuclear" Laboratory, New Mexico, have
succeeded in generating a holographic por-
tal.  They have used this portal to travel
across space-time and possibly interdimen-
sionally, and have seen into another world.
What they saw there, my informant says
cryptically, both frightened and intrigued
them.  He did not add any additional
details.

This research would be a follow-on to
previous successful, secret government
research into time travel and teleportation.
Los Alamos physicist Robert Lazar told
about the government's Project G a l i l e o
research into time travel, which he was
briefed on when he worked at the S-4 Base
south of Area 51.  

My NSA contact confirmed that the gov-
ernment has succeeded in time travel, but
also considers it a dangerous technology.
Teleportation research conducted at the
Lawrence Livermore/Sandia National
Laboratories, California, has had some suc-
cessful results as well.

Certain extraterrestrial races have been
using portals of their own devising to visit
Earth.  Now the US government, ever
avaricious to copy ET technology, has cre-
ated a primitive working model of its own.   

Dr Wen Ho Lee, nuclear scientist in the
headlines, worked on that holographic por-
tal project, along with other scientists.

You will recall that Dr Lee was accused
by the government of copying US "nuclear
secrets" onto a non-secure computer tape.
In the previously lax security environment
of the professorial Los Alamos Labs, run
by the University of California and accus-
tomed to informal exchange of information
among research colleagues, such "lapses of
security" have been epidemic.  If every
LANL scientist who took short-cuts around
certain security measures were prosecuted,
Los Alamos would be a ghost town.

Why, then, was Wen Ho Lee singled out
for such a severe and unconstitutional nine
months of imprisonment without bail and
defamation by headlines?  What does Dr
Lee know about portal secrets, that the
government used the severest measures to

silence and discredit him?
Recently, a plea-bargain was entered

into by the US government and Wen Ho
Lee, in which 58 felony counts were
dropped, and US District Court Judge
James Parker apologised to Dr Lee for
government misconduct which has "embar-
rassed this entire nation".  

My ex-NSA consultant indicated that the
plea-bargain was achieved because Dr Lee,
like so many who work in National
Security areas, created a "get out of jail
free" card for himself.  These scientists use
self-protective measures such as stashing
information embarrassing to the govern-
ment in safety-deposit boxes or with trust-
ed friends—with the proviso that, if any-
thing should happen to them, the contents
would be shared with the press.  

The efforts of Dr Lee's family, many
friends and the Asian–American communi-
ty also helped create a public climate
where Dr Lee was not going to serve quiet-
ly as a sacrificial lamb.

Postscript 
"They" did not want you to have this

story.  When my ex-NSA informant e-
mailed me this information, someone pene-
trated his state-of-the-art encryption and
implanted a virus which caused my server
to freeze up on his exact message and not
download it, and thus blockade all my
other incoming e-mail messages.  It took
two days of work and technical support
help to develop a go-around of the freeze-

bug.  Now, I am a mild-mannered reporter,
but when "they" try to prevent the truth
from coming out, I just become more
determined to have it see the light of day.
And here you have it.
(Source:  by Richard Boylan, PhD, LLC ©
2 October 2000, PO Box 22310,
Sacramento, California 95822, USA, tel
+1 (916) 422 7479 (PDT), e-mail drboy -
lan@jps.net, websites www.jps.net/drboy -
lan/, http://DrRichBoylanReports.listbot.
com/)

NINE DAYS BETWEEN WORLDS
Dave Alan's Extraordinary
Out-of-Body Experience
by Rayelan Allan © 2000

Talk America talk show host Dave
Alan suffered a massive brain-stem
stroke—the kind that is almost

always fatal—and lived!  
For nine days, while his body lay in bed,

attached to machines that were keeping
him alive, Dave Alan wandered around the
hospital and talked to people who had died
but were still trapped in the Earth plane.

He says, "They were afraid to go on."
Dave spent time talking with each of

these souls.  He was able to help them
make the transition from this world to the
next.  When he had finished sending the
souls to God, he came back into his body
and awoke.

Most people who suffer a massive brain-
stem stroke do not survive.  Eighty-seven
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per cent of those who do survive are paral-
ysed from the neck down.  Most have lost
their ability to speak and have brain dam-
age.

Dave has n o damage whatsoever to his
mental capacities.  His voice has changed,
but not from the stroke.  The damage to his
voice came from the tubes that kept him
alive.  A tracheotomy had to be performed.
The doctor says that he will have his voice
back in a few more months.  Dave's left
arm and left leg are paralysed, but each day
they are getting back to normal.  A full
recovery is expected.

But will he ever be the same?
Dave says his experience "between

worlds" was so incredible that he is still
"processing".  He knows he will eventually
write a book, because he now knows there
are many other dimensions besides Earth,
and he a l s o knows that we are definitely
not our body!

"We are spirit, and our spirit is too strong
to be trapped by any body!" Dave says.
"The experience showed me there are a lot
of dead people that hang around hospitals.
They are yoked down to Earth and unaware
of a n y higher spiritual consciousness.
When they die, they are lost.  They don't
know what's going on.  They don't under-
stand it.  No one has ever told them what to
expect.

"They just sit there...maybe forever,
wondering where to go, or if they can go...
if they are allowed to go.  Some people...I
mean, some of these souls didn't want to

listen to me.  Others were listening, sitting
there and looking at me.

"I was seeing people...beings who had
died a long time ago, walking around lost...
sitting...waiting.  Some had no idea what
they were waiting for.  Some said they
were waiting for St Peter to come get them.
Others said they were waiting for Jesus to
return and revive their body.

"They were in limbo.  Some listened to
me and followed what I told them to do.
As they floated upward and disappeared
into another dimension, I could feel their
loving presence around me.  I could hear
their voices thanking me.  They said they
could see the light and hear voices.  They
thanked me for setting them free."

Dave says that he never went down any
tunnels.  He said that at no time did his
body actually die; the machines kept it
alive.  But for nine days, he stayed
"between worlds", at the opening of the
tunnel—the one that went to other dimen-
sions.  This was where all sorts of souls
who were afraid to leave the Earth plane
had gathered.  It seems as if God had sent
Dave to help the souls go home.  

Dave says that at other times he felt he
was convalescing on another plane in what
appeared to be a private home.  On the
wall, a little door opened up. "Two
little...two-foot-tall beings... Indonesian-
looking women" walked out of the door.
They walked down the wall and popped up
onto his bed.

They were very friendly and kept telling

him he was okay.  They performed normal
nursing jobs while they healed him and
gave him light and love.  They bathed him,
changed his bed, took his temperature and
did all the things a regular nurse does.

Dave says he had flowers in his room,
and he could communicate with them.  He
said if he asked the flower to move to the
left, it would.  If he asked it to move in
another way, it would move that way.  He
said he kept thinking that he wanted to call
his kids in and let them watch the flowers
as he made them dance.

He could leave the house and walk down
by the lake.  He said that wherever he went
there was always a glowing energy in the
atmosphere, an energy that was different
than the Sun's.  In this place, he met beings
who could shape-shift and become any
kind of creature or animal they wanted.  He
said they performed in front of him because
they wanted him to know that we are n o t
our body—we are much more than our
body.  Dave Alan is no longer afraid of
death.

Dave is currently looking for a ghost-
writer who will help him write his book,
which he was told will be a best-seller.  He
was also told that he didn't die in this life
because there is a lot more work for him to
do.  Sharing the experience of what hap-
pened during his nine days "between
worlds" gives people hope that when they
die there is a whole new world waiting.  

Back in the early 1990s, Dave was one
of the only radio talk show hosts who was
covering the New World Order and the ero-
sion of liberty in the United States.  His
guests included leaders of the militia move-
ments, constitutionalists, gun rights advo-
cates and investigators of government
crimes and corruption.  

To get an idea of what Dave was like
before the stroke, pull up this article writ-
ten about him shortly after his stroke:
www.egroups.com/message/RuMills/296.  

Then listen to the New Dave Alan on the
Talk America Radio Network:  www.talka-
merica.com.  Dave is on network #2 from
Monday to Friday, 7 to 8 pm Pacific
Daylight Time, and Sunday 10 pm to mid-
night PDT.  You can leave a message for
him at (888) 822 8255 (North America
only).  If you are local in the Santa Cruz,
Monterey Bay area, you can listen to Dave
on KSCO 1080 AM, same times as above.  
(Source:  by Rayelan Allan, via Ru Mills,
Rumor Mill News Agency, 24 September
2000, e-mail rumills@mindspring.com)
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